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)ABSTRACT

INTRODUCTION

Theoumoseofthisresearchistoexplorewhethercomputed.tomographycoupledrvithoptical
remóte iensing could be ¿."JLi"ã iitäã ""*-iã"irt' 

l'rudving po'ilulant tlT:ry1':ld
dispersion in indoor 

"ir. 
T";írT$;á;;b.;;h-,;p p;rf-oflp'i"niipt" experiment was designed

ro reconstruct gur.on..n,ro,iä;"rìnìË;r-;;.-rà.iió" or 
" 

n.'utrally buoyant cylindrical plume of

sulfur hexafluoride (sFo). rüJìä.'i, rråõ;;,tt;;.ã as o rraceigas iñ ventilation studies.
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concentraÍons.

METHODS

The first s e oPtical detection of
SF6. The into a single beam and

locãted at n near 10.6 pm. SF6

c(ìnlrcctcd to a lock-in anr¡rlilìer. The lock-in anrplifier also picked up the signal from the
infra¡ed detector. u,hich has a filtered window (narrow bandpass filter centered at I 0.6 pm) afld
was located approximately 80 cm from the source. The detector was calibrated by placing a
plastic box fitled with special infrared-trariiparent windows in the beam path and fi¡ling itwith
various concentrations ofSF6, from about.03% to lOOVa.
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Fig. I . Single-ray experiment for detector calibration (not to scale).

To determine whether two-dimensional gas concentration profiles could be adequately
reconstructed, a computed tomography program based on ART was written and first tested on
synthetic data. Several concentration profiles were simulated on a l2 by l2 grid, including a
circular 'plateau', an annula¡'plateau', an annular'plateau' with a high spike rising from the
center and an asymmetric distribution ofpeaks ofvarious heights. The circula¡ plateau, shown
in Figure 2, most closely represents the gas distribution we expect to generate from the
cylindrical plume of SF6 in the proof-of-principle experiment.
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Fig. 2. Simulated SF6 concentration
distribution for the proof-of-
principle experiment (units
are arbitrary).
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Fig. 3. Schematic of the ray patrern for
scanning the plane of reconstruction
(l2by 12 pixels). Only 4 of rhe l2
angles are shown; some rays are
omitted for clarity
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l-he cìoser the o values are to zero, the closer the match betseen pixel (ra¡'.¡ concentrations of
the true distribut.ion and the reconstructed one.

RESULTS
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sensitivity of the infrared detector has been shown to be adequate l'or the two-dimensional
experiment we have designed. Furthermore, computed tomography reconstructions

concentration distributions slrow that thenumerically simulated plume and other synthetic
features of the plume we expect to generate can be accurately determined flom 'noise-

data. Thus, the basic conditions for undertaking a successful proof-of-
have been met.

and limitations of extending computed tomography to room-sized applications and
to three dimensions.

Applying tomographic reconstruction methods to the measurement of gas concentrations in
indoor air offers many advantages. Iterative algorithms are simple and flexible: any scanning
geometry can be used and information about pixel c ey are

always non-negative and below a certain maximum The main
ba¡riers to successful, large-scale application ofCT lie in the
hardware for detection and scanning. Ideally, all path average concentrations would be
meæured simultaneously, essentially producing 'snapshot' profiles of gas distribution.
However, this would require a large number of sources and detectors. Thus, either cheap
detection methods nrr¡st hc lound, or clever scanning mechanisms nìust be deveÌoped that do
notrequire mâny sourccs and detcctors and offer rapid scanning with minimum clisruption of
the air motion being studied.
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Results of applying the computed tomography program to synthetic data are as fojlows:
Agreement between actual and reconstructed concentration profiles for the simulated
concenttation data was excellent. This is evident from visuãl comparison of the surface plots of
concentration, as shown in Figures 4a and 4b for the most challenging reconstruction, the
asymmetric distribution. The reconstruction shown is the result of l7l iterations. and has
or_. !.5 x l0-6 and 6p=4.4 x l0'3. The other simulated profiles tesred, all of rvhich had
radlal symmetry. converged more rapidly. Afteronly 20 iterations, all of these reconstructions
hadvaluesof o.ontheorderof l0-Tan"valuesof ooaround l0-4. Inthesecases,theplotted
original and reconstructed concentration profiles werè indistinguishable.

Inthe bench-top experiment, the same beam o single-ray experiment
will scan the cross section ofa cylindrigal SFiin niirogèn. The
diameter of the plume will be l0 cm. This onc;nratioriof g l
ppm-m, a value easily detectable to within setup.
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Fig. 4a. Simulated SF6 concentration in a Fig. 4b. Reconstructed SFó concentration in a
plane (random distribution): used plane; from synthòric dara generared
to generate synthetic ray-average ironr profile áa (unirs irre rirhitrary¡.
concentration data (units are arbitrary)
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